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The final quarter of 2007 has been a busy one for the Council. This
Newsletter brings you updates on the 2007 Conference, the Wadsworth
Prize, the Meet the Archivists workshop and of course Season’s Greetings!



Newsletter

The Annual General Meeting of the Business Archives Council was
held on 13 November at Barclays head office in Canary Wharf. Terry
Gourvish delivered his Chairman’s statement at this meeting and
we reproduce it here
Members,
n welcoming you to the Council’s AGM
for the year 2006-7, I should like to report
on another year of solid achievement for
the Council. One of the key initiatives we
have been involved in has been the work of
the Business Records Development Officer. In
the first year Robert Brown worked on the
development of a strategy for business
archives from his TNA base, as well as keeping
us abreast of rescue issues. He has now moved
to a permanent post as archivist for Faber and
Faber and we are in the middle of the
recruitment process for a new Officer to
continue his work. Members of the Council
have been supportive of the work of the
BRDO – talking to Robert during the year
and answering the questionnaire that he sent
round and we thank you for that support. We
would like you to stay involved during the
refining stage of the strategy because this is
where you get to have your say. Consultation,
both within and from outside the sector, will
be a key feature of the next phase and you will
be able to contribute your own thoughts and
opinions to feed into the strategy.
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The Council has also turned its attention, in
common with other charities, to the issue of
risk management. During the year we have
made a start by conducting a risk assessment,
which will becoming a continuing process.
Following the detailed guidelines from the
Charity Commission, potential risks have
been categorised as governance, operational,
financial, external and law & regulation
compliance risks. An impact and likelihood
assessment has been made. Initial work has
identified the loss of the membership
database as a substantial risk, and steps have
been taken to store a number of back-ups at
different locations.
Your Council has also fully maintained its
core activities:

Publications: Journal, Newsletter, Web
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In Business Archives we had two substantial
issues in 2006/7. Volume 91 (Principles and
Practice), edited by Valerie Johnson,
contained contributions on the business
records of the Black Country, and the archives
of the Ionian Bank, held at LSE, and being
used by a number of scholars, notably Phil
Cottrell, the commissioned historian of the
Bank. There were also pieces on the Bank of
England archives; business archives in Japan;

Michael Moss’s provocative lecture, given at
the 2005 conference, on ‘the archives of
business and the business of archives’; and the
invaluable archive bibliography compiled by
Emma Stagg. Volume 92 (Sources and
History), edited by Mike Anson, contained
articles on Victorian businesswomen, J & P
Coats, the RAC and two contributions using
the Bank of England archive, including
another contribution from one of our bursary
winners, Hiroki Shin, on the Bank of
England’s note issue outside London, 17971821. The issue also included the extremely
useful bibliography of business history,
compiled by Richard Hawkins, and the list of
business records deposited. Jane Waller’s four
Newsletters kept members up to date on our
activities, and on news elsewhere. The
Council’s website has been enhanced and the
content significantly added to by Barbra
Ruperto. Once again, I record my sincere
thanks on your behalf to everyone concerned
in these activities.

Conference 2006
On 17 November 2006 our annual conference
was held in association with the Business
Archives Council of Scotland, the Business
Records Group of the Society of Archivists,
and the business & labour archives section of
the International Council on Archives. The
event was hosted by the Royal Bank of
Scotland in Edinburgh and had the theme
‘managing business archives: a global
perspective’. I was alas unable to attend the
conference, which was organised by Alison
Turton and, I am reliably informed, was a
great success, with an impressive international
dimension to the papers delivered.

Wadsworth Prize Reception 2006
The Wadsworth prize reception was held at
Barclays immediately after our last AGM. Our
thanks to Maria Sienkiewicz and Patrick
Gonsalves for hosting such a successful and
enjoyable event. The prize for 2005 went to
Professor Geoffrey Jones of Harvard Business
School, for his book Renewing Unilever:
Transformation and Tradition (Oxford
University Press, 2005). The award was
presented to Dr Peter Miskell, one of the
project’s researchers, on Professor Jones’s
behalf, by our President, Sam Twining, and
John Orbell, a member of the Prize panel.
continued on page 2

continued from page 1

Bursary 2006
Following successful awards to Stephan Schwarzkopf and
Hiroki Shin, I am delighted to announce that we have
another worthy winner, after a competitive round of
judging. Ms Bridget Williams from Reading University
won the 2006 bursary. She will use the funding to support
her PhD research on the history of self-service retailing,
focussing in particular on Sainsbury’s sales data and the
pioneering efforts in self-service retailing of the Portsea
Island Mutual Co-operative Society. Bridget was Sainsbury
Group archivist and historian, and has been a loyal
supporter of the Council; we wish her all the best with her
endeavours.
My thanks to Peter Scott, and our judges for the
Wadsworth and Bursary awards, for their work in
identifying our worthy winners.

The Future
While our activities have been again successful, there is no
room for complacency in the business archives world. The
funding difficulties revealed by the British Library, the
impending closure of the Family Records Centre in
Myddleton Street, which raises the issue of physical vs.
electronic access, and the recent spate of corporate mergers
and acquisitions, some of which will remove some of the

UK’s longest-established companies, all make it
abundantly clear that collections are never entirely safe and
require vigilance to safeguard their preservation and use.
We will all have much to do on this front in the
forthcoming year.
On a happier note, may I express the hope that the
continuing work on the National Strategy, and the
involvement of the Council in initiatives like the recent
Archives Summit at the House of Commons, will do much
to bring the value of business archives to the attention of
both the business world and the wider community.
I should like to thank the archivists and historians who
have generously supported Alex Apostolides’s idea for a
one-day conference called ‘Meeting the Archivists’. This
event will introduce new postgraduates to the wealth of
business records that are accessible to scholars. It will take
place on 27 November courtesy of the Baring Archive at
ING Bank. Thanks to all who have been concerned in
making this initiative happen.
May I conclude by thanking our hosts at Barclays for their
generosity in hosting our AGM and Conference this year,
and the Sainsbury Study Centre at the Museum in
Docklands, for generously agreeing to host our Wadsworth
Prize reception for 2007.

CONGRATULATIONS! DR TERRY
GOURVISH WINS WADSWORTH
PRIZE FOR A SECOND TIME
n 13th November at a reception held at the Sainsbury Study
Centre, Museum in Docklands, Dr Terry Gourvish was
awarded the Wadsworth Prize in Business History for 2006
for his book The Official History of Britain and the Channel Tunnel,
published by Routledge and part of Cabinet Office’s official history
series. The award was particularly timely as it came one day before
the opening of the new St. Pancras international terminal.
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Terry, BAC Chairman and Director of the Business History Unit at
LSE, was presented with the award by by Professor Peter Mathias,
Vice-President of the BAC. The three judges for this year’s prize
were Duncan Campbell-Smith, Dr Janet Greenlees, and Professor
Robin Pearson. A particularly strong short-list of entries for this
year’s prize reflects the growing influence and vitality of business
history within the managerial science and historical studies
disciplines.
Back in 1995, Terry, with co-author RG Wilson, received the
Wadsworth Prize for British Brewing Industry 1830-1980.
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press). The Wadsworth Prize is
awarded annually for the best book published during the previous
year in the field of British business history. Terry is the only author
to have received the award more than once. For further details,
contact Roy Edwards at R.A.Edwards@soton.ac.uk

Professor Peter Mathias, Vice-President of the BAC,
presents the Wadsworth Prize to Dr Terry Gourvish

Correction
In the last of edition of this newsletter, Autumn 2007, the notice about the death of Len Macdonald stated that Len
had been “Chair of the Records Management Society” this should have read “Chair of the Records Management
Group of the Society of Archivists”, apologies for any confusion caused.

Conference 2007
irst time BAC conference delegate Clara Anderson of
The Baring Archive has kindly written up her
experiences of the day
This year’s conference took place at Barclays Headquarters
in Canary Wharf and had a wide range of speakers all on
the theme Innovation and Initiative.
We were welcomed to Barclays by Group Archivist Maria
Sienkiewcz who then gave a presentation on “Big Business,
Local Links. Delivering a corporate exhibition to a local
community”. Maria explained how Barclays archive team
had embraced the opportunity to mount an exhibition at
Gunnersbury Park Museum and used it as an opportunity
to redevelop their travelling panels for branch histories.
Maria recommended to us the benefits of working with a
range of professionals including a museum curator, a
copywriter and a museum education officer in order to
bring the Barclays brand to new audiences. Delegates were
pleased to hear that the exhibition is a success and had
been opened on 21 September by Barclay’s Group Chief
Executive John Varley.
David Rayment then followed with his talk entitled
“Enduring life: preserving the historic archive of the
Equitable Life Assurance Society”. Following an
introduction to the history of the Actuarial Profession and
an overview of its collections held at Staple Inn David
modestly recounted the momentous achievement that was
the acquisition by purchase of the archive of the Equitable
Life Assurance Society. The 2007 acquisition ensured that
the archive was not sold off piecemeal. David reported that
material pre-1830 had been retained at Staple Inn while
material after that date is stored at the Guildhall Library.
The entire collection has been listed by Kate O’Brien and
Stacey Gee and the catalogue is available via
<http://www.actuaries.org.uk>.
Yvette Burrows then gave a presentation on the MLA’s
Designation Scheme, explaining its purpose and benefits.
It was pointed out that business archivists could leverage
on external recognition in order to promote their archive
both internally and externally. MLA hopes that all
designated collections will be identified by 2010.
In the last slot before lunch Richard Coopey of the
University of Aberystwyth gave the keynote address, “NonArchives, Wary Archives and Transient Media: Research in
the Popular Music Industry.” Richard communicated his
excitement about his new venture researching the
synergies between the creative sector and the economy. He
explained the influences and working practices that make
the pop industry unique and described his wide-ranging
search for source material keeping us entertained with
video clips from YouTube featuring Brian Epstein, Bob
Dylan and a colourful clip of Peter Grant, manager of Led
Zeppelin.
After lunch Kate Murphy’s infectious enthusiasm for her
topic “On an Equal Footing with Men? Women in the BBC
1922-1945” held our attention. Kate told the stories of BBC
women including Marie Slocombe, Kathleen Lyons,
Kathleen Edwards, Olga Collet and Elise Sprott. We were
treated to audio clips of some of these voices from the past
while Kate also discussed the obstacles that the BBC put in
place in order to prevent married women from continuing
to work. She also explained how the BBC itself sought to
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work around these obstacles in order to retain those it
could not afford to lose!
Cheryl Bailey then spoke about her work “Documenting
the Workshop of the World”, a 3 year project of
cataloguing, digitization and outreach for the Black
Country Archives, <http://www.blackcountryhistory.org>.
As the Black Country was a highly industrial area business
records were a crucial aspect of the HLF funded project.
Cheryl’s presentation included an entertaining case study
of the tube-making company Accles & Pollock of Oldbury,
who began as a manufacturer of bicycle tubes and
ultimately supplied specialist tubes to the aerospace
industry.
The last formal presentation of the day was by Steve Capes,
Matthew Hall and Jim Aston of the Cambridge
Community Archive Network. Steve and Matthew, the
manager of the project and the Community Archive
Officer respectively, explained how a network of 40
Community Access Points had been set up. Jim then
shared his perspective as a member of one of the groups
and was also able to show us some of the pictures he had
put up on the website documenting his local area
including a picture of wonderful invention called a dicycle!
All in all it was an interesting day and a great opportunity
to experience the wide-ranging diversity of the business
archives sector.

Lisa McElhinney
The Council learned with great sadness of the death of Lisa
McElhinney. Lisa was an active member of the BAC, in
particular making a significant contribution to the annual
select bibliography of new publications in Business Archives.
Principles and Practice. Here Lisa is remembered by her
friend and colleague Sue Garland, Diageo’s Global Records
Manager.
“The sudden, tragic death in a car accident in her home town
of Derry on 1st December 2007 of Lisa McElhinney, Ireland
Records Manager for Diageo plc, has been a great shock and
sadness to her many friends and colleagues, including those
within Diageo and the Society of Archivists, Ireland.)
(Having qualified at Liverpool and done voluntary work in
Ireland, followed by a stint at British Rail’s Records Centre,
Lisa joined the then Guinness Archives in May 2001 only to
learn that the historical archives were going to be transferred
to Diageo’s Archive at Menstrie in Scotland when the
brewery in London closed! She cheerfully transferred herself
to Scotland in June 2003 and then, when the new post of
Records Manager became available with Diageo in Ireland,
she successfully applied and moved to Dublin in November
2004. She threw herself enthusiastically into developing the
records management programme, not just at the Dublin
brewery, but also at other Diageo sites. Though working
independently, she was always a welcome member of the
wider Diageo records and information management team,
giving special support to colleagues in Jamaica whose
brewery operations were similar to Dublin’s. Lisa also did
sterling work for the Society of Archivists, Ireland, as its
Secretary, including helping to organise seminars and
conferences.”

MEET THE ARCHIVISTS – INTRODUCING BUSINESS ARCHIVES TO
NEW RESEARCHERS
he Meet the Archivists workshop sponsored by The
London School of Economics (LSE), The Baring
Archive and the Economic History Society took
place on 27 November. The day was well attended by
members of the business archive and business/economic
history research communities. The workshop was
organised by Alexander Apostolides of LSE and hosted at
60 London Wall in the City, the home of the Baring
Archive. The stated aims of the workshop were
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l To promote business archives to new researchers
l To acquaint new researchers with available business
archive resources
l To provide skills for maximizing time spent on archival
research
l To identify specific research opportunities within
business archives
l To enable researchers to understand how business
archives can be used in general history research as well
as in economic history
The BAC, a key supporter of the initiative, was well
represented. Mike Anson, BAC Deputy Chair, chaired the
morning session presented by Professor Peter Scott and Dr
Valerie Johnson, both trustees of the Council. Peter spoke
about “Building a thesis on business archives” and Valerie
on “Setting the record straight…The use of business
archives in historical research” – both papers were full of

enormously helpful advice and suggestions and were much
appreciated by the new researchers in the audience.
Delegates then enjoyed lunch surrounded by an exposition
of business archives. Participating archives were Aim 25,
The Baring Archive, BT Archives, Guildhall Library
Manuscripts Section, HSBC Archives, Lloyds TSB Archive,
LSE Library Archive Division, Museum of English Rural
Life, Porthcurno Telegraph Museum (The Cable and
Wireless Archive), Rothschild’s Archive, Reuters Ltd
Archive and The Women’s Library. The opportunity to
chat informally with archivists and to pick up literature
about their holdings was welcomed by delegates. Valuable
discoveries were being made over sandwiches, such as, for
one researcher, the whereabouts of key records relating to
the Liverpool cotton trade and for another the links
between the expansion of telecommunication and railroad
networks.
In the afternoon the participating business archivists each
presented for fifteen minutes on their holdings – nature of
content, accessibility and specific research opportunities.
This speedy, extremely useful (for archivists as well as
researchers) but rather exhausting, session was kept on
track by Alexander Apostolides and delegates were
rewarded with a glass of wine at the close of the day.
The event was a success and plans are underway to run the
workshop again next year. The Council thanks Alexander
Apostolides for his enthusiasm and drive in making the
event happen and the sponsors for their support.

USE YOUR ED
Readers of the newsletter will remember that we reported in a previous issue on the visit of Ed Vaizey MP and shadow
culture minister to HSBC Archives in May 2007. Mr Vaizey continued to demonstrate his interest in the archive sector by
hosting an Archive Summit at the House of Commons at the end of October. Seventeen representatives from the world
of archives met in the splendid surroundings of Portcullis House to discuss some of the challenges and opportunities for
the sector. The BAC sent its Vice-Chair, Sara Kinsey, as its representative and she reports that the mood of the meeting
was very constructive. Business archives were on the agenda and those assembled agreed that more incentives were
needed to induce the corporate world to take the past more seriously. The Archive Summit will reconvene next year and
the BAC will continue to make its voice heard in this forum. For more information please contact Sara Kinsey at
sarakinsey@hsbc.com

Businessarchivescouncil.org.uk
The Council would like to thank Barbra Ruperto of the Rothschild Archive for all her work on the website during the
past twelve months. Barbra is now on maternity leave and we wish her well in the coming months. Claire Twinn of BT
Archives has kindly agreed to take over management of the site. Claire will be responsible for managing content and
sending out passwords. Please contact Claire at
claire.twinn@bt.com or on 020 7440 4222 if you would like a password, have something to publish on the site or have
any suggestions.
The editor of this newsletter is Jane Waller. The next issue will appear in Spring 2008. Prospective copy should be sent to Jane
Waller at ING Bank NV, 60 London Wall, London EC2M 5TQ; jane.waller@uk.ing.com.
The Hon Secretary is Karen Sampson, Archivist, Lloyds TSB Group Archives, 5th Floor, Princess House, 1 Suffolk Lane, London
EC4R 0AX (tel: +44 (0) 207 489 3945);
Karen.Sampson@LloydsTSB.co.uk.
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